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August 13th marked the beginning of a new
academic year in the BALTDEFCOL. Prior
to the arrival of students the Directing Staff
and the Support Staff went through a staff
training week and SGOs participated in a
team building programme.

students of the JCGSC have also had the
opportunity to practice team building
athletics (frisbee championship) every week.
In order to integrate the family members of
the staff and students the College organized
a family event— a trip to Southern Estonia.

During the first two months the HCSC has But these have only been the first two
had a study trip to Saaremaa and Helsinki, months and more academic and social
and JCGSC a study trip to Cesis. The events are still ahead.
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Commandant’s foreword

Commandant’s foreword
Summer has quietly turned to autumn and with the
beginning of a new academic year the Baltic Defence
College two courses – Joint Command and General
Staff Course and Higher Command Studies Course –
are undergoing. I am sure that students have acclimated to the new environment as well as to the constantly
supplementing educational process and planning procedures which is prerequisite for boosting up learning
activities by using interactive methods and cooperation
between students and faculty.

what is more important the useful implementation of
these skills is necessary. This brings us to the key role
of our SGO’s - to use the synergy of multinational
environment. Multinationality is what gives the Baltic
Defence College its uniqueness. The kind of
experience gained from such an environment is not
easy to find in any other institution.

In addition to students from all three Baltic States we
have students from 16 other nations. The
multinationality of our Directing Staff is also impressive
and their diverse background creates prerequisite for
professional learning environment. The accumulation
of different cultures, traditions, customs and
procedures creates a valuable take-away that will
It is my pleasure to see that the learning procedures
contribute significantly to the successive years in
established over the years have justified themselves
and are providing a solid base for acquiring knowledge military career.
and experience, and reach the set goals.
Next to the importance of the academic studies is the
There are several innovations this year that hopefully
prove to be efficient and beneficial for the overall
learning process. To name a few we have improved
the Syndicate Guiding Officers’ system that uses SGO
centred approach in guiding the students, organizing
syndicate work and discussions, and in the operational
planning process.

role of the social activities in enhancing team spirit and
therefore I call upon everyone to actively participate in
these events. Take a look around in Estonia and in
Tartu and take active part in different cultural and
social events. I thank all the staff members for a
successful kick start of the course and wish you a
fruitful and comprehensive cooperation in your
studies!

Operational art and strategy are the subjects that
cannot only be obtained by going through materials BrigGen Meelis Kiili
and participating in discussions. First and foremost,
previous experience and expertise is needed, and
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BALTDEFCOL Commandant
Honored by Canadian College

BALTDEFCOL team
gained second place in
monthly quiz!

In 2011 New Westminster College was established in Vancouver,
Canada, as an institution to provide higher level training courses
to managers, diplomats, and government and business leaders.
The New Westminster programs focus on teaching and developing higher level leaders in industry and government. The College
has a program of electing a group of an international group of
fellows. The College fellows are people who have been nominated and selected for their accomplishments as leaders in the military, in education, in business and government. Recently, Brigadier General Meelis Kiili, Commandant of the Baltic Defence
College was elected a fellow by New Westminster College in
recognition of his exceptional leadership as a senior military educator.

Each month the National Defence College
organizes a quiz in the Cadets’ Casino. The
questions are not only military based but
from different fields of expertise. Every
time a team from the staff and students of
the BALTDEFCOL has also participated.
We are proud to announce that this month
our team (Aare, Taivo, Merike) gained
second place in the quiz! It should be noted
that overall there were 18 different teams
participating.
Next time there will
hopefully be more eager participants
representing the College.

BALTDEFCOL

SGOs’ Team Building
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SGOs’ Team Building Week
One unique aspect of this year’s Joint Command and
General Staff Course 2012-13 will be a renewed focus
on the transition to an adult-learning model. To
achieve this, SGOs will play an enhanced role in the
coaching, mentoring, and teaching of JCGSC Officers.
Consequently, the Baltic Defence College leadership
made the decision to invest in a formalized program to
prepare and equip SGOs. This one-week program,
facilitated by Swedish professionals, was intended to
foster a better understanding of group dynamics and
leadership. “Our intent,” said Col Ingemar Gustafsson,
“was to make participants more effective as leaders
and/or as members of a working group. The SGOs
should be better prepared to create a good educational
and SGOs but for others as well.”
situation in their syndicates when the course starts”.
Cdr Annes Vainamäe added: “ The course was extremely challenging mentally, because it is not natural
for our military culture to speak about emotions during
working hours. However in the end it was enormous
relieve to understand that as comprehensive professionals we should be able to speaks full spectrum of
activities that are influencing our everyday actions .”

LtCol Artur Lillenurm commented on the event: “I
learned how important it is to build the circle of mutual
trust. The mutual trust is paramount for the openness,
which, in turn, is the basis for the constructive dialogue.
I estimate, that after this course the communication
between SGOs is more open and our discussions are
much more constructive.“
Mr Didzis Nimants commented: ”It should be assessed
that those who participated in this event gained more
experience of the UGL course. It was a good balance
achieved having real professional discussions within this
training week with a clear focus – how to make the
courses and the whole learning process at the Baltic
Defence College better? How to have our future
courses more professional? As a conclusion it might be
emphasized that the team building event should be
organised annually with more involvement from the
Directing Staff in the future. An evidence of the real
team effort for the next academic year after this
training will be not just advantage of the JCGSC CD

This year’s JCGSC SCOs include Cdr Annes Vainamäe
(EST Navy), LtCol James Jenkins (US Army), LtCol
Monika Mertinaite (LTU Army), LtCol Artur Lillenurm
(EST Army), CDR Giedrius Valintelis (LTU Navy) and
LtCol Remigijus Baltrenas (LTU Army). In addition to
JCGSC SGOs, LtCol Maris Robeznieks (LVA Army),
Eve Vahtra (Library), and Didzis Nimants (Civil Servants
Course) participated.

The UGL course (Understanding Group and
Leader) has been the fundamental leadership course
for the Swedish Armed Forces since 1981. The aim of
the course is to enhance participants’ abilities to:

Work with reflection and learning both individually and as part of a group

Deal with and understand conflicts

Be able to communicate directly and clearly

Understand the effects of feelings on individuals
and at group level

Be able to give and take effective feedback

Understand how values affect relationships and
leadership

Be able to discern different stages in the development of a group and in your own attitude
related to these

Understand that different leadership styles are
needed
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The Riga Conference 2012
By James Rogers
In September I was honoured to attend the
well-organised and executed Riga Conference,
an annual gathering of senior policy-makers,
politicians and heads of state. This year the
conference covered a wide range of issues
relevant to Northern Europe and the Baltic
States, from the on-going Euro financial crisis
and protracted conflicts in the European
Neighbourhood, to security in the ‘Wider
North’ and the human rights situation in autocratic Belarus. It included opening presentations from the presidents of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, as well as from a ream of foreign
secretaries and defence ministers. Many influential European and American foreign policy
thinkers were also present. As such, the conference might be likened to a kind of ‘Davos of Is the Euro the problem or the answer? (Photo by LATO)
the North’.
One of the innovate aspects of the conference was that it used Twitter heavily, to allow participants to make
comments and provide feedback, as well as to raise publicity. These Tweets were projected onto screens in the
auditorium, allowing participants and speakers to see one another’s ideas. One of the over-arching themes of the
conference – judging from the number of Tweets – was the decline of European and American power relative to
the rise of new powers around the Indo-Pacific and South America. Russia was, of course, also discussed, but
somewhat inconclusively, as opposed to decisively. In keeping with this theme, some participants seemed very
worried about the prospect of a world no longer led by the West – and were even aghast at the kind of cavalier
and indifferent thinking among some of their contemporaries regarding that prospect.
After the conference, the commentariat penned articles and blog posts outlining their thoughts on what they had
just experienced, perhaps with more hindsight. No. The theme was the same. Particularly acute was the feeling
that Europeans have given up; that they have become aligned with their fate to emerge as a ‘Greater Switzerland’:
prosperous and wealthy, but with little to no say in the wider world. Jan Tachau, the Director of the Brussels Office of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, put it aptly in an article named ‘A Farewell to Foreign
Policy Relevance’:
Speaker after speaker in Riga added to an emerging picture of the world that should shake Europeans out
of their foreign policy complacency. It is a picture of the Western post-cold war status quo coming apart.
The list of worrisome items is endless… But the depressing take-away from the conference is not the
catalogue of worrisome developments, it is the European reaction to it. “Switzerland is not such a bad
country”, answers a senior former diplomat from a major European country when asked whether the
European Union aspired to being a larger version of the Helvetic confederation instead of an international
mover and shaker. And he is only half joking, at best. […]None of this is new, none of it surprising. But
that does not make it any less worrisome. Europe is a historically fragile continent.
Meanwhile, Hans Kundnani, the Director of Publications at the European Council on Foreign Relations took up
the mantel in a blog post called ‘The Swiss Illusion’:
During the discussion, a member of the audience asked whether Europe might be becoming a greater
Switzerland – rich but neutral and strategically irrelevant. Von Ploetz’s simple response was: “Switzerland
is not such a bad country!”
It was a joke, right? Perhaps not… This idea of neutral Switzerland as a model is a pretty modest vision of
the future to which Europe should aspire. But it’s also surely unrealistic. Switzerland is protected by the
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EU states that surround it; Europe’s neighbourhood, on the other hand, includes states with great-power
ambitions such as Russia and an unstable Middle East and North Africa – and in the future, possibly, a
nuclear Iran.
As one of the conference’s younger participants, I left rather perplexed – a feeling that
grew with reading the subsequent commentary. I started to wonder what sort of
world my generation – and those even
younger – would inherit in just a few years
from now. Will it be a ‘Western’ world,
where liberal democracy still reigns supreme, or will it be a less-orderly, lessfriendly world, where unpleasant forces
disturb us as they gather over the horizon?
Will Europeans decline, or will they reemerge from their strategic slumber?
It is probably too soon to say. But it would
have been nice to see the presenters and
the participants of the Riga Conference (Photo by LATO)
come up with better and more enthusiastic
ideas as to how we can protect our principles and way of life in the years ahead. Perhaps that will have to wait
until next year…

Young Diplomacy Professionals
Forum

Parallel to the Riga Conference Latvian Transatlantic
Organization (LATO) held a Young Diplomacy
Professionals Forum on 14-15 September. 30 young
people participated from different fields of expertise
and different educational institutions. This year for the
first time participants from Estonia and Lithuania were
also invited to take part in this Forum. The Forum was
held at the EU House in Riga not far from the actual
Riga Conference venue.
The Young Diplomacy Professionals Forum was a
unique opportunity for young professionals and
students to meet the experts of the Riga Conference
for an open debate. The young students had the
opportunity to watch the conference live on screen and
once the panel was over an expert from the
Conference joined the Diplomats Forum for a
discussion on the most important questions and issues
raised during the panel and for a questions-answers
session.

Drafting of proposal papers (Photo by LATO)

collaboration and passionate debate are the key
features of the Forum.”

The output of the Forum was drafting of proposal
papers on the Conference panel subjects. This enabled
the participants to discuss these subjects in small
groups, express their opinions and propose the best
solutions. The fact that students were from different
institutions with different academic backgrounds as well
The young diplomats also had the opportunity to ask as from different nations clearly contributed to the
questions from the speakers during the panel as the content of the debates as well as made it an excellent
questions were directly forwarded to the conference. networking environment.
According to the hosts: “Variety of opinions, effective
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Baltic Defence College Tour of Southern
Estonia
By Phil Wadlow, HCSC

On 15 September the Baltic Defence College
organised a day trip for staff and students to explore
some of the notable sights in Southern Estonia. The
day began with an early start, the 2 coaches picked
people up from the college at 0745 and then on to
Ida street at 0800, obviously not a normal time for
students to be up on a Saturday!
First stop was the Monument to Mothers, a statue in
honour of all Estonian mothers. The statue looked
very impressive in the early morning sunlight and
was positioned in a lovely setting overlooking a lake.
Continuing on we collected our guides and headed
towards the Nightingale Valley. On arrival we split
into 2 groups as it would have been impossible to
successfully marshal 80 people together. We started looking at a wooden hut built in the traditional manner that
had been constructed as a part of a master’s degree project by a student from Tartu University. Although the
weather was clement and the temperature pleasant the
thought of spending a week living in a bare wooden hut
during the depths of winter brought a shiver to all. Whilst
the explanation that the smoke from the open fire had been
more of a problem than the cold was feasible it was still
difficult to imagine being warm enough in a basic wooden
hut during an Estonian winter. We then toured the rest of
the valley taking in a traditional swing, an innovative water
pump and a tower that had a wind generator on the top.
This was a significant climb and gave a good view of the
whole valley; it did sway a little in the wind however.
We were then on to the literal high point of the day Suur
Munamägi (Big Egg Mountain), the highest point in Estonia
and as our guides proudly pointed out the highest point in
any of the three Baltic States. A steady climb up the hill towards it revealed a large lookout post built on top, the
college kindly paid for entry and all begun the many steps to the top. It was well worth the effort of the climb and
the reward was a good view of Võru county, apparently on a clear day it is possible to see over 50 km from the
top, the weather was good if a little hazy although
the view was spectacular.
By now everyone was starting to think about food
and fortunately this was to be our next stop –
Rogosi Manor. An old manor house that was built
more in the style of a castle with a big interior
courtyard, it had been neglected during Soviet
times but was in the process of being restored.
Positioned next to a lake and with a tower style
gatehouse it was an impressive building. In the
large courtyard there was a local market occurring
complete with traditional music and local hooch.
After a quick look round we sat down to eat
traditional Estonian fare. The food was very tasty
and it was particularly impressive how quickly such
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a large party of 80 managed to be fed.
After the food we headed to our next destination, the impressive ruins of
Vastseliina castle. Again splitting into 2 groups to avoid congestion, we had a
look around the visitor centre before
heading out to see the castle itself.
Thought to have first been built in the
14th century but added to regularly
until the 16th century, the remains of
the castle are still a very impressive
sight with enough of the structure still
standing to give an idea what attacking
such a structure would be like.
Our penultimate stop of the day was
the Estonian Transport Museum, which
gave an excellent insight into the
development of roads during Estonian
history. Also of interest were the many
vehicles from Soviet times that were on display, beginning with copies of
US trucks in the 1940’s all the way through to vehicles from the 1980’s.
For the brave amongst the group there was an opportunity to attempt to
ride a Penny Farthing, it seemed easier to start riding it than it did to
dismount from it!
For dinner we headed to Cantervilla palace, where we were met by the enthusiastic proprieter and sat down to
eat a delicous meal of chicken and potatoes. After
the meal the history of the palace and its original
German owners was explained to us and the role of
the owner in Estonian independence in 1991. He
then insisted we all follow him through his
‘labyrinth’; a maze incorporating various ‘scary
monsters’ and tricks, his enthusiasm for this was a
sight to behold. We then headed to the palace,
which is now a hotel for a look around, this was a
sight best described as slightly faded opulence but
very impressive nonetheless.
By now it was quite late and had been a long day so
it was quite a relief to climb back on the coaches for
the last time for the short journey back to Tartu.
I would like to thank the College for putting on the trip
and the organisers for there excellent work in ensuring
the day went without a hitch. It was a thouroughly
enjoyable day and an provided an insight into southern
Estonia that would not have been possible without the
excellent local knowledge of the guides.
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Directors Visit to US Staff Colleges
By LtCol Mika Kerttunen

Early September the BALTDEFCOL staff and the
JCGSC experienced a moment of rare and relative
calmness. The JCGSC director, the three department
directors and the College lawyer had left Tartu to visit
the three U.S. command and staff colleges. Our purpose was to take a deeper look at the Army, Air Force
and Naval intermediate courses curricula, learn from
their best practises and establish valuable networks for
further institutional and individual cooperation.
In the best military theoretical manner we five advanced along four different routes but managed to join
forces and concentrate our effort at the centre of the
continental U.S., the U.S. Army Command and General
Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. From there,

Office Call with Admiral Christenson

Was it worth it? At all the Colleges, we met highly professional and open-minded people that were ready to
share their knowledge and who were also keen to listen to our practices. We were not killed by neverending PowerPoint presentations but became exposed
to serious but enjoyable intellectual discussions. We
absorbed and we learned.

At work at Maxwell (Photos by LtCol Kerttunen)

our path led us to Air Command and Staff College at
Maxwell Air Force Base at Montgomery, Alabama and
finally to the Naval Staff College at Newport, Rhode
Island.

Three Directors patrolling at Newport

We found the OODA Loop

For me, the most important was to recognize that we
at the BALTDEFCOL are on the right track. Our curriculum and the way we do our business of intermediate and joint level education suits well with our purposes – and are at least at par with our American sister
institutions. For example we are able to dedicate more
time for Defence Planning and Leadership than the
three colleges we visited while at the same time maintain the focus on Joint Operations. Our strengthened
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Directors Visit to US Staff Colleges

emphasis on readings, writing and learning at syndicates is the modern, relevant and effective method to
follow. The quality and dedication of our officer students matches well with the Americans.

EX. Looks familiar!

The Midwest’s “Tornado Alley”

Nevertheless, there is always room for improvement.
Based on my personal observations in the U.S. we
should try to reduce the time spent listening at plenary sessions, maintain the time spent discussing in syndicates and increase the time spent learning by reading, writing and doing. We could also allow our oddicers to choose from a number of elective courses according to their genuine interest. Distance learning,
which all U.S. service and war colleges use rather intensively, would offer new opportunities to study,
manage time and even save some costs. The courses
of action mentioned would require that we, in the
American way, pay more attention to faculty development. All Directing Staff members have be able to
teach, tutor and design education
and not only manage the flow of
guests. We ,too, have to read,
write and think in order to improve our professional performance.

Olavi bought a carrier!

Hopefully in the near future we
can witness as greetings from the
U.S. not only the names and pictures of the syndicate members
hanging on the wall but also academic awards issued for excellent
performance, new inspiring readings and more time dedicated to
true learning.

US Army Command and General Staff College
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JCGSC Battlefield Tour of Cesis
By Maj Marc Verret, JCGSC 2012/2013
During the Landeswehr War, the battle of Cesis
was waged between June - July 1919. The battle
was considered critical in the struggle for the
Baltic area and spoiled the German threat of
invasion into Estonia (Baltic Defence College, Case Study:
Battle of Cesis/Landeswehr War 1919 (Tartu: BaltDefCol, August 2012,
p.2 ). As the culmination of our study of Military

Theory and on Centre of Gravity, the Joint Command and General Staff Course conducted a battlefield tour of the 1919 Battle of Cesis.

We left Tartu on a bright sunny afternoon
on 6 September 2012 by coach. During the
three hour drive south to Cesis, Latvia, we
had the opportunity to read the Case Study
booklet that was distributed prior to our departure. Whilst very informative, the main
problem was that most had never been to
this region and many of the locations names
were foreign, making the understanding
quite difficult to place into context. During a
brief stop, Col (ret) Eric Walters kept mentioning loudly that we should try riding our
BMX bikes… this making reference to our prior trial and error discussion on Centre of
Gravity (there was a rather large BMX track behind the gas station). We finally arrived at the NCO Academy in Cesis around 1530hrs. This was to be our base of operations for the trip.
Shortly after arriving, most of the class settled
in and then proceeded to visit the local surroundings of Cesis. Some visited and took pictures while others took to the more refreshing
public houses located beside the lovely old castle
of Cesis. When time was up we walked back to
the NCO Academy to get our bus back to the
castle, I guess it’s a question of control. We then
departed for the Cesis Castle Festivities.
The Cesis castle was very nice. We arrived at
the rear of the Castle thinking this was the entrance. A beautiful young lady rapidly came out and mentioned that this was the
servants’ entrance and that we, as honoured guests, need to enter the main gate. Once
our faithful SGM Risto Kanketer split us in two groups and headed to either tour the
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ruins or play the castle games. We were led to the
games area where we all started with the stilt
walking competition, this looked easy, but wasn’t (I
fell flat on my face). The winners continued to the
sack fight. The final event was the crossbow shoot,
the winner getting to sit by the host during the
meal. We then were herded over to the ruins. Using
a candle lit lantern, we wandered through the various chambers and staircases of the grand old fort
getting valuable insights from our tour guide. Once
the class reunited, we entered the festival tent. We
ate and drank; each nation sang and watched traditional dances. Once the feast finished, the group split off to sample more of the local culture. As we walked through the
deserted streets of Cesis, I thought to myself that maybe the Zombie Apocalypse was
about to begin. We then went on to another one of the three open bars and watch some
KHL (being Canadian this made me happy) while sipping a nice beverage.
The following morning began with a breakfast of sausage, pasta salad, and a much
needed cup of coffee. We boarded the buses on this cold and windy morning and went to
our first stop of the day, which happened to be on the German lines. We were giving a
quick overview of the geo-political situation by Dr Bruce Gudmundsson, followed by a
terrain brief by Mr Valdis Kuzmins. After numerous good discussions on terrain we
went to the next stop, which was along the route taken by the German forces. This was
the furthest point of the German advance. We had a lot of good discussions on manoeuvre warfare theory and its practical application in the case. Once completed, we
moved on to our final observation position on the Estonian-Latvian side. From this
commanding position, it is easy to see why the Germans tried to outflank the main defensive position. Throughout the travels, our bus had the privilege of having LtCol (ret)
Evalds Krievins provide nice personal touches to the historical facts. We then moved
back to the NCO Academy to continue our discussions comparing the combat power of
the forces involved. Once compared, it is easy to notice that sometimes the intangible
factors have a bigger impact than the measurable ones as the German forces had the
upper edge on most of the measurable factors.
We then said farewell to some of our Latvian brothers and continued our quest to the
Cesu brewery in Cesis. This is the sister to the A Le Coq brewery in Tartu. It was an informative tour and we got to see all the various brewing steps. We got to see the bottle
and keg washing machines, the fermenting vats, the filtration system, the cider canning, the packing section, etc. They process upwards of 5000 litres of beer per hours and
the factory operates 24hrs-7days a week. A nice touch was the sampling of the various
brews including some experimental ones.
This was a great trip that enabled us to learn more about the various battles that
shaped the Baltics. The syndicates had a good time, while learning more about each
other. I would like to thank everyone that put this trip together; and a special thanks to
Risto for “herding the cats”.

